Areas with special regulations for foreign citizens means that a regular or electronic visa is not enough to visit these areas.

Foreign citizens do not have the right to independently coordinate visits to the regulated areas with the FSB office for Kamchatka. This can and should be undertaken by the receiving party - the travel company providing you with the tour package.

Violators of the regulations are subject to deportation from the country.

The FSB will review and approve the route within the regulated area within 10 days.

Some areas of the Kamchatka Territory have special regulations for foreign citizens. They include:
- parts of the Kamchatka Peninsula within the following lines: Ivashka – Voyampilka – Klyuchevskaya Sopka Volcano – Sivuchy Cape (except for the southern slopes of the volcano, the mentioned settlements and 20 km of the eastern coast of the peninsula);
- Cape Kalygir – Koryak – Koryak road – Yelizovo – Thermalny – Mutnovskaya Sopka Volcano – Cape Russian Entrance Bay (except for the Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, Yelizovo cities, Paratunka, Thermalny settlements and roads connecting them).